


EARTHQUAKE! 
You have just been appointed EARTHQUAKE CONTROL OFFICER (EC0-1) for HOMETOWN. You 
started the job only a week ago so that you are only just becoming familiar with all the aspects of the 
work. 

Suddenly you receive reports from your outstations that indicate an EARTHQUAKE will shortly hit 
HOMETOWN! 

You must take immediate action to discover data about the EARTHQUAKE. Triangulate an accurate 
prediction of the location of the epicentre and the expected magnitude by using your high 
technology LASER DRILL UNITS and the recently invented GRAVOMETER PROBES. 

Remember that you will need to control the evacuation of the population of HOMETOWN in the 
event of a quake so you will need to know all about the various kinds of transport available to move 
people out of the danger zone. 

You will need to calculate how many you can evacuate by ROAD, RAIL FOOT, PLANE or BOAT. 

Only when you possess all the hard facts about the threatened EARTHQUAKE and the EVACUATION 
of HOMETOWN will you be able to deal with the emergency and save the lives of the population 
including your own! 

Are you up to the job? 

Has HOMETOWN made a big mistake in appointing you? 

How To Connect 
Tandy 16K Extended BASIC Colour Computer 

I 

TO RECORDER 

TO TV 

To load the program type CLOAD"" & press ENTER 
on the keyboard. Press PLAY on the recorder. When 
loading is complete type RUN and press ENTER. Keep 
the PLAY button depressed until titles appear and 
then press STOP. 

How To Begin 

Acom BBC Model B 

TO RECORDER 

TO TV 

To load the program type CHAIN .. and press RETURN 
on the keyboard. Depress PLAY on the recorder. 
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